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Mini Tote Bag Treat Holder



Supplies needed:

!"Tiny Tags(retired) [118091]

!"Jewelry Tag Punch(retired)

[117190]

!"Medium Daisy Punch [149517]

!"Jet Black Stāzon Ink Pad [101406]

!"Dandy Designs 12" X 12" (30.5 X

30.5 Cm) Designer Series Paper

[160836]

!"Fresh Freesia 8 1/2" X 11"

Cardstock [155613]

!"Stylish Shapes Dies [159183]

!"Stampin' Cut & Emboss Machine

[149653]

!"Clear Faceted Gems [144142]

!"Baker's Twine Essentials Pack

[155475]

!"Multipurpose Liquid Glue [110755]

!"Mini Stampin' Dimensionals

[144108]

!"Mini Glue Dots [103683]

Project Recipe:

1. Score 4" x 8" piece of Designer Series Paper at 1/2", 3", 4-1/4", and 6-3/4"

on the 8" side. Score at 1" on the 4" side. Burnish score lines using Bone

Folder then trim tabs as shown on the diagram.

2. Cut two stitched circles from two pieces of 3" x 3" pieces of cardstock with

a die from Stitched Shapes Dies using a die-cutting machine. Adhere circles

to the top of the front and back panels of the bag using Multipurpose Liquid

Glue. Cut center from circles with next smaller stitched circle die from Stylish

Shapes dies using a die-cutting machine. Apply adhesive to 1/2" panel and

bottom tabs of the bag to assemble.

3. Use the Tiny Tags stamp set and Jewelry Tag Punch to create a tag for the

front of the bag. Run length of baker's twine through the tag, tye in a knot,

then adhere to the front of the bag using a Mini Glue Dot.

4. Punch two flowers from coordinating Designer Series Paper using the

Medium Daisy Punch. Adhere paper flowers together using Mini Stampin'

Dimensionals. Add a Clear Faceted Gem to the center of the flower. Adhere

the flower to the front of the bag using Mini Glue Dots.
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